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September

Gerry Marlow

Gerry returned to pay us another visit and in
the course of the day, produced a ‘Yorkshire’
pomander, a bowl with ‘crackle’ decoration
and an offset centre, a bud vase (see front
cover), an offset candle holder and a baby’s
rattle.

He ended by demonstrating buffing on all
these articles.

Pomander.  ‘Yorkshire’ because there was minimal waste of timber.  The
finished item was also approximately 60% taller than the original piece of

lime.

The wood had been cut and left to rest, several days
before, the end having been marked with a circle as
shown below.  The bandsaw table tilted to 45 °, the
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corner sections were removed, the bandsaw table set horizontal and the square
sections cut.
Using small, machine chuck jaws, one of the square sections was chucked ain
machined to form a stem, feeding more out from the chuck as the work

progressed. A small spigot was turned at each
end and finally, it was parted off and great
emphasis placed on passing the
remaining, short piece to Bryan to make
one of his miniatures!
A finial was turned in the same fashion -
and the resulting, longer offcut also
passed to Bryan!

The main body of the wood had
previously been mounted between steb
centre and revolving tailstock centre and
turned to a cylinder.  It was now
mounted in a chuck, trued, and a spigot
turned on each end of a short section which was
then parted off for later use as the top. It then had
a recess cut into it and sanded, then parted off at
an angle to form a cone to be used later as the
base.

The remaining wood then had the main
body of the pomander shaped in it and
hollowed out
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Gerry has brought a special piece of
equipment to demonstrate cutting slots and
used it to cut a series in the pomander
bowl, as shown below, with the last slot
being cut.  * *               The bowl was then
parted off and as can be seen, quite a lot of
the original 6 inches of the original piece is
left for further use as a jam chuck.

The piece for the top was then chucked and
the exposed spigot trimmed down to jam chuck the body to in order to clean up the
bottom of it and fit the stem.  A small screwdriver, sharpened and used as a scraper
was used to cut the hole for the stem spigot.  The body was then removed and the fit
eased before using the remaining wood to make a jam chuck and mount the top by the
trimmed spigot in order to shape the top and fit the finial.
Finally, the piece for the base was mounted on a chuck expanded into the recess cut in
it earlier and finished and the stem fitted to it.

The photo on the left shows the finished item alongside one of
the pieces that were left unused when the stem and finial had
been cut.

** Several other
methods can be used.
Making a jig to use a
Dremel drill cut slots;
drilling holes instead,
though beware of
breakout.
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The next project involved opening the chuck jaws out
and then clamping a circular blank of sycamore
between chuck and tailstock centre, turning it by
hand and adjusting the concentricity, then starting
the lathe in very low speed, then increasing but
staying in the ‘comfort zone’. Some shaping was
done on the tailstock side and a spigot cut.
The piece was chucked and chucking recess cut
on the other side; reversed again and the outside
of the bowl shaped and sanded (leaving the spigot
in place.)

It was then
reversed again and
the face cleaned up and sanded.
The bowl and chuck were then removed from
the lathe, the lathe bed
covered with a
couple of plastic
bin bags and a
crackle finish,

consisting of a solvent base and an enamel base spray
paint and left to dry. During the drying, the solvent
and the enamel bases react together to give the ‘crackle’
finish.  He returned to it after more projects,
On return, the chuck, with the bowl still mounted in it, was
returned to the lathe and a little ‘crackle’ overflow was removed, (because Gerry had
missed out his normal use of masking tape on the edge), a bead was formed on the

front edge and sanded, along with the trimmed rear side.
A choice of completion methods had been offered -

and an eccentric bowl was asked for.  For this, the
bowl was removed and the chuck jaws also.  Two
jaws were replaced, number 4 first and then two
scrolls missed and
number 1
replaced

opposite.
The

bowl
was then

re-chucked
and the lathe

started slow and the speed increased,
bearing in mind that the bowl was only
being held in two jaws.   A bead
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matching the outer one  was cut and then the centre was taken out and sanded.

The bowl was removed and,1 and 3 jaws
only, fitted again in the chuck but
without missing any scrolls.

A block of wood was clamped in
them and the front

face smoothed..
The bowl was
clamped
between paper
towel on the
block and the tail
centre and the bulk of
the chucking spigot removed and sanded, leaving the

remains to be power sanded off.

Returning to where the decorated bowl was left for the
crackle finish to dry, the next item Gerry produced was
a bud vase - pictured on the front cover (with some
holly added - using the computer - in view of the time
of year when this issue will be distributed!)

Starting with the blank between centres (steb and
tailstock), a cylinder was quickly produced,
transferred to a chuck and shaped as shown. The
funnel next was painted metallic gold.

A Decorating Elf was then used to add rather a lot of texturing   The normal
method of smoothing after using the Elf is to use
the hog bristle
brush provided
but in this case,
Gerry sanded it
lightly.
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Various colour stains were  then dabbed
on - to parody a certain snooker
commentator, for those of you reading this
in the B&W paper edition, the dark red
was followed by blue, then yellow!

He then applied liming wax, having made
sure he had clear wax ready to take the
liming wax off again as quickly as
possible.

The finished vase was then parted off.

The next object - after returning to the
decorated bowl and finishing it, was an off-
set candle stick. in spalted beech.  For
these, Gerry told us that he always uses
ring centres or steb centres.

In this case, the blank was mounted
between steb centre and ring centre and very
soon reduced to a cylinder with the start
of a holder at the drive end.

The tail centre was released and the
wood repositioned as below, the lathe
started at slow speed and speed increased
slowly, with hand on lathe to the best speed attainable without undue vibration
- and then the first offset turned, watching the

shadow, not
the

tool.
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With the first offset completed, the tailstock
centre was relocated opposite but to avoid
breakage where the turning has produced a
weak spot, backed off slightly.  Then, to
ensure that there was enough ‘meat’ to not cut

right through (and have two half candlesticks,
airborne!), repositioned again, just slightly nearer the

   centre.

The lower arrow points to the first centre
position, the upper on to its opposite and the
top-middle one to the second position used.

The
cuts then

taken resulted in two
more eccentric sections, each

in turn slightly larger than its predecessor. As he’d done
for the first one, Gerry lightly sanded the very sharp
edges of these eccentrics. and then returned to centre
position at the lower-middle arrow and finished off the
base to the shape seen in the photo - right - of the
finished candlestick, leaving the ends to be finished by
someone else!

The final item, one Gerry said he’d never made on a
demo before - we were classed as guinea pigs - a
baby's rattle.  It was in ash but, for sale, would have to
be in sycamore, cherry, beech or such and would have to

have a totally food-safe finish.

For this, he started with a pre-drilled blank,
again mounted between steb centre and ring
centre and turned to a cylinder and then
transferred to a chuck.
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After a cleaning cut, beads were formed either side of the pre-drilled hole and
the end shaped.  Using a thin parting tool, a shoulder was cut next to the bead

nearer the free end, to near the drill size to be used,
and the end piece sanded and then parted off.
The remaining
piece was
drilled - 1¼”.

The outer diameter was reduced slightly as far
as the bead and the inside was eased out to fit
the end cap, formed and parted off earlier, to be
fitted and the rest of the inside sanded.  A handle was then formed and the
rattle parted off.  A few small bells were put
inside and the end cap (a tight fit) fitted.

That was the
last item to be
made and the
demonstration was concluded by using the
Beall buffing system to polish all the items,
the bowl
being
shown
receiving
Tripoli

buffing,
the other

processes,
using separate

buffing pads for
each, being Diamond White

and Carnauba wax, though with some light coloured wood, such as ash, it is
better to miss the Tripoli stage and some darker wood, walnut, for example,
better to omit the Diamond White, since traces of the compound can get into
the grain and spoil the appearance.
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Annual Lunch at the Crooklands Hotel
For Members, wives and partners.

Sunday 26tfl February 2012

12:00 for 12:30                                              £15.30p
(Please make cheques out to Crooklands Hotel)

Tender Roast Pork Loin

With Apple Sauce

Roast Lakeland Topside of Beef

With a fine roast gravy and a homemade Yorkshire pudding

Roast Cumbrian Turkey

With all the trimmings

Chicken & Mushroom Pie

Homemade Suet Pudding

Goats Cheese Tartlet

Served fresh from the oven with sweet basil and tomato salsa

Accompanied with fresh marked vegetables & Potatoes
Homemade Apple Pie & Custard Crooklands Sherry Trifle Raspberry

Pavlova English Lakes Dairy Ice Cream

Freshly Brewed Tea & Coffee with mints

Names and menu choices to Gordon McIver, please.

To those who have not attended in the past, this has been a very popular
event for those who have.  Good food.  Good company.

Highly recommended.
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28th Annual Seminar of Irish Woodturners
Held at The Malton Hotel – Killarney

October 14-16th 2011
Having been to the last 2 Irish Seminars there was no way  I was going to

miss this one even though I have health problems it was my ambition to go to
Killarney whatever happened and I made it !!! Apart from the interest in the
woodturning it is also the friendliness of the Irish. This year was doubly
important as Bill Robinson was demonstrating his segmented turning- an
honour to be asked at such a big event.

As Kendal is twinned with Killarney (not a lot of people know this) I
arranged a meeting with the mayor along with 5 of us from the club who
would be going to Killarney. The mayor presented us with a gift to take to the
mayor of Killarney which Bill was to present to at the civic reception. While
we were there Trevor Hughes – the Kendal Historian gave us a tour and talk of
the treasures in the Mayors Parlour which we found very interesting

Bill, who had a very full car because of the demonstrating equipment
that he had to take, just managed to squeeze Roger in- just as well he is
not such a big fellow!!!  Ken, Alan and Ron travelled together also
Danny with his wife and they went by ferry and drove to Killarney –
rather a long journey. I decided to fly to Kerry and arriving about 8
hours before the rest and not tired .I think perhaps some of them thought
they wished they had flown as it was rather rough on the way back on
the ferry. !!  With arriving early I had time to look around Killarney and
enjoy a Guinness and there was so much choice of food and drink to
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choose from. Kerry airport was rather different to Manchester - such as
ready for take off when a dog appeared on the run way; Computer
broken down so hand written boarding cards; luggage conveyor would
only work backwards.
Friday morning we helped Bill to set up for his first demo at 2.p.m., had
a look round the trade stands and saw all the tools- a bit like going to
Lakeland Plastics – Do I really need this? Good meeting up with friends
from previous years.
11. 0 clock was registration time for the event and programme for all the
demonstrations that were going to be  held over the 3 days and then we
have to decide who we want to watch as there will be 13 to choose
from.
My choice was Christien Van Bussel- a Dutch lady now living in Ire-
land. She is both a potter and a woodturner- she turned a bowl with a
coloured and carved rim.
2.00p.m. Bill’s first demo – helped by his 2 roadies Roger and me!!! It
was not long before Bill’s skill was evident to everyone – in fact the talk
that night in the hotel  was about the segmented turner from England
and how well his demonstration had been received – well done Bill .
Friday evening was the opening dinner and the deputy mayor welcomed
us all to Killarney and also the introduction of all the demonstrators to
us by a very humorous M.C.- Irish of course.
With so much going on the weekend went by very quickly. I found that
the competition pieces were of excellent quality and also the number of
entries were well up on previous years.  Danny Woof took second prize
in the Professional Turners competition- well done.- we must be doing
something right in our club.. To see the standard  of the competition for
under 19’s  was unbelievable and good to see younger members turning
out such good work- the future of woodturning in Ireland looks very
promising.
The Kerry Chapter should be thanked for organising this event which
proves what woodturning is all about and the skills of so many people
shown under one roof.
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Report by Bryan Wilson
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October
David Muckle

Unfortunately, both Bill and I were away for this meeting - Bill in
Ireland - see previous article - and me in Malta, which was too far to
swim.  Bill was given some photos and brief descriptions by Mitch, for
the web site which I’ve copied for here

He made a honey dipper  and then

a 10inch,  silver birch bowl, ready to
reverse and have the inside finished.

There was also a candle holder with a twisted
stem, small rasps having been used to cut the
spirals.
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There were 30 pieces from members, from which Gerald Cole, Alf
Garner and David Muckle selected 5 for the Borders Inter Club
competition.

These are the 5 selected pieces made by (from left to right) Danny
Woof, John Gibb, Bryan Wilson, Tony Dickinson and Bill Robinson
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Amnesia

When I went to lunch today, I noticed an old lady sitting on a park bench sob-
bing her eyes out. I stopped and asked her what was wrong.
She said, “I have a 22 year old husband at home. He makes love to me every
morning and
then  gets  up and makes me pancakes, sausage, fresh fruit and freshly ground
coffee.”
I said, “Well, then why are you crying?”
She said, “He makes me homemade soup for lunch and my favourite brownies
and then makes love to me for half the afternoon...”
I said, “Well, why are you crying?”
She said, “For dinner he makes me a gourmet meal with wine and my favour-
ite dessert and then makes love to me until 2:00 a.m.”
I said, “Well, why in the world would you be crying?”
She said, “I can't remember where I live!”

Ancestral voices

A man visiting a cemetery notices an old "chinaman" (hey this was from the
/Reader's Digest/ in the 1950's) putting out some dishes of food for his ances-
tors.
"When are they going to eat that?" he sneers.
"About the same time as your ancestors smell those flowers."

A man walked into the dentist's surgery and asked him: "Can you help me
please? I think I'm a moth."
"You don't need a dentist. You need a psychiatrist."
"Yes I know."
"So why did you come in here?"
"The light was on."
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No sun - no moon!
No morn - no noon -
No dawn - no dusk - no proper time of day.
No warmth, no cheerfulness, no healthful ease,
No comfortable feel in any member -
No shade, no shine, no butterflies, no bees,
No fruits, no flowers, no leaves, no birds! -

November!

So said Thomas Hood in the shorter version of his ode.

This year, that was not really appropriate - and this month’s demonstrator,
Simon Whitehead, did nothing to
restore Hood’s  gloom!

Though Simon is the first  to
admit that his stuttering is
extreme, he manages to make a
feature of it to raise quite a few
laughs.  “If I am stammering and
going blue, finish me sentences!
-  because I’ll keep trying - and
I’ve been known to collapse!
and a rather drawn out (and
though it could have been
prompted by his fish and chip lunch), well practiced yarn about going to his
local chippy.  He always has trouble with ‘Fs’ and so while getting his coat,
“Fish and chips.”; leaving the house, “Fish and chips.”; all the way to the

chippy, repeating, “Fish and chips.”  Gets to his turn,
“Yes, sir?”.   “Fu,fu,fu, f… can I have a cake and

peas, please!”

This was another return
visit to us (by another

Yorkshireman ) and
his first item was

also a repeat of his own
style of turning a box.  With many members
present who were not at his previous
demonstrations, this hardly mattered.  The
material was ash, which he stated is often very
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bland, but can have very interesting grain - but “since I’m here and since I’m
not expensive… it’s bland!”
It was quickly reduced to a cylinder, between centres and then transferred to a
chuck.  Two grooves were cut, ‘1’ where the body and lid were to be separated
and another, ‘2’, at this point no reason given..  Two
more grooves were cut, one each side of
the body/lid separation ‘1’ and beads
forms on the resulting collars.
These were cut using a parting tool
as a narrow skew chisel, Simon
having earlier shown that he had at
last found a use for his skew - by
opening a tin with it!
Shaping the lid section was done, with
the tail centre adding stability until nearing

completion when the tailstock was removed and the
‘long spike’ -

which,

(dead pan), Simon said, he sometimes
breaks off if he’s not happy with it - was
completed with a button.

The bottom of the second groove
(arrowed) was exposed as a shallow
collar but as yet, no reason given for it.
The lid section was sanded and
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sanding sealer applied - causing some amusement when the original use of the
rather large brush used was revealed - a make-up brush.  He pointed out that
sanding sealer should be left for about 20 minutes
to cure and then accelerated the process with
a handful of shavings - which in his own

workshop, where
they have

three cats,
needs to
be
selected
carefully -  cats
not being aware of the

difference
between shavings

and cat litter!

The lid was then parted off, deliberately
leaving a trace of the bottom of the groove,
cut earlier, on the face of the body. That
mark was then used as a guide for the diameter
to hollow out the base and get a good fit for the lid.
The body was then hollowed and the
outside shaped, sanded and polished,
again using a handful of shavings to
accelerate curing the sanding sealer,
finally parting off.

The purpose of the shallow collar on the
lid was now revealed - a chucking
spigot.  Simon acknowledged that this
would leave slight marks from the
chuck jaws but was happy with this -
the marks would be symmetric.
The lid was hollowed, sanded and
finished and the box was complete.
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Simon then introduced some iridescent
stains.  These are all white on being squeezed from the tube, curing to the
colours on the tube labels, so he
finds it best to squeeze them onto
easily distinguished pieces of
stone. They are then applied with a
piece of sponge and after leaving to
cure, result in —–––––––––––––→

Next, Simon produced a piece of
burr elm - and a prophesy that things could go badly

wrong!  He shaped the outside and mounting it in
a chuck, then hollowed it out with no calamity.

All continued to
go well and the
result was a nice
bowl, (opposite

page) with a
lemon oil finish.
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Following that, the  next project was
an eccentric bowl. The spalted

sycamore blank was drilled with
two holes for mounting on a

screw chuck, one on centre, the other about
½” from centre.     Mounted on the centre one,
it was turned down to   shape and a chucking groove
cut into the base.  The chuck jaws to be used were checked that they would
enter the groove and the bowl re-mounted to the
other hole.  A second groove was then cut in
the base.  As can be seen, this leaves some
weakness for chucking so when it was

transferred to the
chuck for

hollowing
out the
bowl, care
was taken not
to over- tighten

and the tailstock was used for as long as
possible.
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Naturally, the tailstock has to be removed
eventually and here, the hollowing and the

screw chuck holes can be seen. Plenty of
shavings meant they soon wouldn’t be!

Very
soon, the

holes had disappeared and the bowl
hollow had been sanded and finished.  The
bowl was re-chucked to the centre holding
position, bearing in mind the even weaker section
(arrowed, right) now being gripped and the top
surface was finished.
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Before the bowl had been finished, final battery for the video camera ‘died’
and I have only one photo available of the finished item, an eccentric goblet -
plus a couple ‘borrowed’ from the website!

As usual, the first step was to turn a cylinder between centres and then mount
it in  a chuck where the bowl was turned and
finished.

The chuck was then eased and the goblet
tilted slightly. With the chuck tightened at
the new setting, the first offset was turned
and finished.

Again the chuck was eased and the goblet
re-positioned, this time tilting the opposite
way and the second offset turned and
finished.

The goblet was again
re-positioned, centre
again, and the base
blended in and
finished and the
finished goblet parted
off.
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Danny’s prize winning
entry in Ireland and,
below, the certificate.
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Some of the items of members’ turning at meetings during the past three
months.
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Why Parents Drink

 The boss wondered why one of his most valued employees was absent but had
not phoned in sick one day.
Needing to have an urgent problem with one of the main computers resolved,
he dialled the employee's home phone number and was greeted with a child's
whisper. '
Hello ? ' ’Is your daddy  home’' he asked.
Yes ,' whispered the small voice.
May I talk with him?'  The child whispered, ' No .
Surprised and wanting to talk with an adult, the boss asked, 'Is your Mummy
there?'
Yes ''
May I talk with her?'  Again the small voice whispered, ' No
Hoping there was somebody with whom he could leave a message, the boss
asked, ' Is anybody else there?'
Yes ,' whispered the child, ' a policeman. '
Wondering what a cop would be doing at his employee's home, the boss asked,
'‘May I speak to the policeman?'
No, he's busy , ' whispered the child.
Busy doing what?'
Talking to Daddy and Mummy and the Fireman and the priest , ' came the
whispered answer.
Growing more worried as he heard a loud noise in the background through the
earpiece on the phone, the boss asked,  ' What is that noise?'
A helicopter ' answered the whispering voice. 'What is going on there?'
demanded the boss, now truly apprehensive.
Again, whispering, the child answered, The search team just landed a
helicopter .
Alarmed, concerned and a little frustrated the boss asked, What are they
searching for?'
Still whispering, the young voice replied with a muffled giggle... ';;

ME ! '

http://www.miniatur-wunderland.com/
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RH-7YvVHJvw
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UkEaqDp7l1I
www.youtube.com/watch?v=D2FX9rviEhw
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Editorial.

It’s been a funny ole quarter!  Bill and I were both absent from the October
meeting - Bill in Ireland (see page 10) while I was with Barbara in Malta -
which is a bit too far to swim!  As a consequence, the website is  a bit bare for
October and so is this newsletter.  Not a lot for us to pinch from each other!
Add to this that in November, my video recorder batteries all ran out of puff
before the end!

On page 9, there is the menu for the CWA Annual Lunch.  Gordon McIver or-
ganises this and to attend, he’ll just want you meal choice(s) and cheque (made
out to the Crooklands Hotel, please).  It is simply a get together for an hour or
two with friends - and some pretty good food adds to the occasion.

The 2012 Event Calendar will be available on payment of subscription - being
delivered to the Treasurer at the same time as this newsletter is distributed, at
the December meeting.

If you’re looking at this on line - or if you can get access anyway, you should
just need to click on the links below or type them into the address line.

For model railways, the Germans have an immense one -  the website is
www.miniatur-wunderland.com/ where many hours can be spent.
Another two are www.youtube.com/watch?v=RH-7YvVHJvw and
www.youtube.com/watch?v=UkEaqDp7l1I.

If these are not of interest, perhaps some clever ”shepherding” could be -
www.youtube.com/watch?v=D2FX9rviEhw

Perhaps none of those are for you and you just want to settle back, so I hope
you have -

A Merry Christmas and a Happy New Year

Ken

http://www.miniatur-wunderland.com/
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RH-7YvVHJvw
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UkEaqDp7l1I
www.youtube.com/watch?v=D2FX9rviEhw
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